
NEW in OmniTrader - ATS
Only Take the BEST Trades
ATS gives you the best trades every day.

Trade Better with Ease
Test the effect of ATS and trade it  
automatically or manually.

Improve the Performance  
of ANY Strategy
Apply ATS to your strategy for superior results.

Consistenly Find the  
Supply and Demand Zones 
Where Money is Made

  
iZones  

Introducing:

Dramatically Improves ALL Strategies
Automatic Trade Selection
OmniTrader 2018

Dramatically Improves ALL Strategies
Automatic Trade Selection
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Every year, we review OmniTrader to 
determine what we can add to it to help our 
users make more money in their trading.  
In 20 years of upgrades, we’ve added a lot of 
great features.

This year we stepped back to ask an 
important question. OmniTrader can find a 

great list of Signals each day (or each bar, in Real Time).  
But we typically have more Signals than we can trade.  So 
which ones do we trade?

We might have 3 or 4 new Long Signals on a given day.  
Before we submit orders, shouldn’t we be selecting the 
BEST ONES? What we want to do is RANK the Signals 
based on a metric that indicates better trades.  This is 
precisely what Automatic Trade Selection or “ATS” in 
OmniTrader 2018 provides.
 
Selecting the Best Trades - Automatically

The OmniTrader Focus List has the ability to sort Signals 
using a metric like volatility or strength of trend.  But ATS 
has the ability to actually TEST a ranking method to see if 
it works, and how well it works!

And ATS goes beyond a single indicator.  It can 
automatically test & combine SEVERAL RANKING 
INDICATORS using a proprietary optimization 
algorithm.  Just run the Portfolio Simulator and ATS does 
the work.

With ATS, you don’t have to know which indicators to 
use. ATS does IT ALL..

Long vs. Short Allocation

There is an additional dimension we can use to reduce 
risk which is the mixture of Longs vs. Shorts.  This 
balance is one of the ATS settings.  

ATS is a huge feature in OmniTrader 2018 that enables 
us to automatically find the best Ranking method for all 
Profiles and Strategies. Rank the Signals in the Focus List 
or use the same ranking in AutoTrade.

One more thing – there’s nothing to learn.  While you 
certainly can experiment with your own ranking ideas, 
you don’t have to because we include several ATS methods 
with the upgrade. See them in action on pages 4-5.

And, there’s more... OmniTrader 2018 has a number of 
additional improvements customers have asked for, like 
OmniScript columns, indicator alerts, and more.

Included in the Package
A New Way to See Supply & Demand

Our plug-in for this upgrade is an amazing invention 
called iZones.  This easy-to-use tool makes it VERY easy 
to see where Supply and Demand Zones are forming in 
any market, making it the perfect confirming tool for 
Breakouts, Reversals, or to confirm new Trend levels. 
 
If you look at the charts on page 6-8, you will see how well 
this new indicator illuminates these zones.  And, we’ve 
included a collection of Strategies that generate iZone 
Signals.  

A GREAT UPGRADE!

ATS is so powerful, we considered making it a separate 
module.  But it provides such a great benefit, I felt it 
really should be included in the upgrade.  We’ve also 
dramatically discounted iZones in the special package. 
 
I honestly think we knocked the ball out of the park on 
this one.  As always, your purchase is 100% guaranteed, 
but you’re going to like this upgrade.  It’s awesome.

Sincerely,

Ed Downs
CEO and Founder

Discover the Power
of Automatic Trade Selection in your trading!
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A Portfolio Simulation on the Reversal Strategy shows the difference between no Ranking, and the 
same Strategy with ATS Ranking. ATS picks better trades, producing higher gains and lower draw 
downs! This kind of instant improvement can make a big difference for any trader.

Not All Trades  
Are Created Equal!

On any given day, or any bar in real 
time, we typically will see a number 
of Signals on the same day (bar).  
Which ones do we take? Even 
more importantly, if we are running 
trading automation using Auto 
Trade, which ones does it take?

Ranking Makes All the 
Difference in the World

The new ATS feature in 
OmniTrader 2018 is designed to 
answer the question, “Which trades 
do I take today?” But it does it in a 
very special way that you will read 
about on the following pages.           

    
Automatically Combines 
Multiple Indicators  
 
An enormous advancement in the 
design of ATS is that it can rank 
on multiple indicators. It does this 
by running simulations on your 
symbols and signals to determine 
which ranking formulas help select 
better trades. Then, it sets the 
weights automatically.      

“ATS is a breakthrough 
feature that has the 
potential to improve the 
results of ANY Profile in 
OmniTrader.”

Performance Boost 
With ATS Ranking

No Ranking

Exploring OmniTrader 2018:

The Power of ATS............................4

How ATS Works..............................5

The iZones Advantage..................... 6-8

Profit Magic of iZones Seminar........10

Special Offer....................................11

Automatic Trade Selection

A Huge Performance Booster!
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Automatic Trade Selection 
The Power of ATS

The Power of ATS
Before we developed ATS, we did not realize how 
much impact trade ranking could have on Strategy 
performance.
   
The Strategy on this page is just one example of this  
effect.  The ONLY difference between the two curves is  
that one uses ranking to select trades.  Looking at the 
stats to the right, we see that Average Annual ROI 
nearly doubled with a slight increase in Draw Down.  
This was achieved using exactly the same number of 
trades and the same percent invested!

The great thing is, all you do is turn it on. You don’t 
have to write any formulas or tweak settings. ATS can 
improve most Strategies in the same way.  What is this 
improvement worth to your trading?  It’s included in 
the OmniTrader 2018 upgrade!

Dramatically 
Improved Results...

...Just by Ranking!

With ATS

Without ATS

The above example uses the Double Stochastics Strategy on the 
S&P 100 and Nasdaq 100.  Trades are ranked using the Volatility 
Price Ratio and Trend Intensity Index, with 10% of equity on each 
trade.  Ranking enabled OmniTrader to select the best trades!
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ATS Methods are defined in the Portfolio 
Simulator, each with its own ranking 
functions.  When the Portfolio Simulator 
runs an ATS Method, it determines weights 
that indicate how much the given ranking 
formula helps predict better Signals. This 
provides excellent feedback, because we can 
focus on ranking functions that actually are 
predictive.

1 – ATS Method
We provide two Ranking 
Methods. You can also 
easily create and test  
your own.

2 - Simulation
The Portfolio Simulator 
will test the Ranking 
formulas and determine 
optimal weights to select 
the best trades in your 
profile. The process is 
100% automatic.

3 - Trading
Focus List shows  
ranked Symbols. 

AutoTrade will 
automatically select 
trades based on the 
ranking order.  

Now you’re trading with 
the BEST trades from 
your Strategies!

Automatic Trade Selection Dramatically Improves ALL Strategies  
How it Works
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The OmniTrader 2018 upgrade package 
comes with a powerful new concept called 
iZones, which are designed to identify 
supply and demand areas in charts.

iZones are similar to support your 
resistance levels. However, iZones are 
much more powerful because they are 
based on the strength of a reversal and 
price activity around a reversal.
 

A Major Market Force

All movement in the markets is  
based on supply and demand. An 
imbalance between the two causes 
markets to rise and fall. However, when 
an abnormal imbalance exists, we know 
that institutional forces are contributing, 
and they are likely to engage around the 
same price area in the future.

iZones identifies these important areas by 
examining price activity around a reversal. 
By analyzing how price reacts before 
and after a reversal, we are able to know 
the price area where market movers are 
looking to engage.

Supply and Demand Zones

iZones identify both Supply and Demand 
Zones. The charts to the right show 
examples of both. Once an iZone is 
detected, we look for it to provide  
support or resistance in the near future.

The charts on these pages show  
how iZones illuminate powerful  
reversal potential.

iZones can help us confirm trades in 
any market or timeframe. They can also 
be used as trading targets to help us 
maximize gains. 

  
iZones  

Introducing:

iZones can be used in any market or timeframe to find pinpoint entries or optimal trading targets.

iZones identify where market makers create an abnormal imbalance of supply and demand. 

Supply Zone

Demand Zone
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Supply and Demand Zones are 
dynamic. iZones will track the 
current zones in order to watch for 
them to be tested. However, as the 
supply and demand of the market 
changes, new Supply and Demand 
Zones are formed. 

When this happens, iZones will 
stop tracking the previous zones and 
plot the new zones. This provides a 
dynamic indicator that automatically 
adjusts to current market forces.

iZone Trading Success

How can we use iZones in trading? 
The visual cues provided by this 
amazing indicator can be extremely 
helpful in confirming any trade from 
any strategy. The examples on this 
page show where iZone reversals  
are occurring.

It is absolutely uncanny how often 
these moves occur and how well they 
work. While iZones are valuable 
as a visual confirming indicator, 
we are also providing four Trading 
Strategies based on iZone logic –  
see the next page!

Get  
“In the Zone”
- with iZones!

  
iZones  ...the Zones where Profits are Made!

This Real Time chart for ADBE shows dynamic iZones in action.

Fresh Demand Zones adjust as demand changes over time.

“Freshness” Matters
For Profitable Trades

  
iZones  



  
Included:  iZone Strategies
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The iZones package includes a wealth of 
trading tools, including four trading strategies 
that help find great reversal trades in both End 
of Day and Real Time.

The iZones EOD Strategies

End of Day traders will love the trades 
generated by the iZones EOD Strategies. 
These strategies look for trades once a strong 
iZone is detected. 

The chart for Priceline shows two incredible 
iZone trades. Both trades show a strong 
reaction when the Demand Zone is tested, 
leading to large gains. 

The iZones RT Strategy

Real Time traders are going to be ecstatic 
to add iZones to their trading arsenal. The 
iZones RT Strategy finds both long and short 
trades in lower intraday timeframes.

The example of O’Reilly on the right shows a 
series of profitable trades in the span of three 
days. Note the strong moves that occur due to 
the Supply and Demand Zones being tested.

More Power Tools

The iZones package also includes the 
following tools to help you profit in any 
market or timeframe:

•    2 iZone Indicators
•    4 iZone Systems
•    2 iZone Trade Plans
•    The iZone EOD Profile
•    The iZone Chart Template

The package also includes The Profit Magic 
of iZones seminar to show how to use each of 
these components for iZone trading success! 
(See page 10).

Big Profits in End of Day Trading

Consistent Gains in Real Time

The iZones RT Strategy generates profits with both short and long trades.  (Note: The 
iZones are not shown on this chart)

The iZones EOD Strategy and Trade Plan finds medium to long term trades that can 
provide outstanding returns.
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NEW! Focus List Columns
 
We’ve added some important new columns to the focus list as a 
result of ATS and other features customers have requested. 

ATS (Rank): Ranking values for Automatic Trade Selection are 
displayed in this column for easy sorting of opportunities, with 
best at the top. 

OmniScript Indicator Columns: You can now create a 
column with any indicator formula you like, similar to Quick 
Indicators in charts. 

Profit/Loss Column: For any position, you will now see 
Profit and Loss % right in the Focus List.

Strategy Notes: It’s easy to forget edits you’ve made to 
Strategies. Now, you can add Notes.The first line is displayed in the 
Strategies tab of the ToDo List.

Indicator Alerts: Want OmniTrader to tell you when your stock 
crosses an SMA? Now you can define alerts using indicators.  Alerts 
can be applied to any individual Symbol or the entire Focus List.

Dynamic Chart Periods: Set your mouse wheel to change 
periodicity in any chart. Helps with multiple-timeframe 
confirmation.

Focus List Export: At last! Export an Excel-readable (text) file 
from the columns in your Focus List!

ATS Rank OmniScript 
Indicator

Profit/Loss
%Column

More Improvements for  

OmniTrader 2018
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Everything You Need to Realize iZones Trading Success
The Profit Magic of

  
iZones  

Included FREE when you purchase the 
OmniTrader 2018 Upgrade Package by December 8th!

SPECIAL SEMINAR:   
iZones  

Learn How to Make Money with iZones!

The Profit Magic of iZones will explain every part of the plug-in, and show 
you how to successfully apply it to your trading.

We wrap up the seminar by looking at actual trading with iZones. Jeff shows 
you how to confirm entries and exits with the zones, and also how to use the 
provided Trading Strategies in order to find great iZones trades.

The Profit Magic of iZones makes sure that you are armed with the 
information you need to apply iZones to your trading, and use the tools 
provided to realize trading success in 2018!

The iZones 
plug-in delivers a 
wealth of powerful 
trading tools, 
and in The Profit 
Magic of iZones 
we will teach you 
how to use them 
all. Jeff Drake, 

the head developer of iZones, takes you 
through a comprehensive tour of the 
plug-in and shows you how you can apply 
iZones to your trading.

The seminar begins with a discussion on 
the growing popularity of Supply and 
Demand Zones, which are the bedrock 
concept behind iZones. We then look at 
how Nirvana Systems has expanded upon 
this concept in order to provide these 
zones for any market or timeframe.

The seminar then explores the 
components of the iZones plug-in. We 
spend significant time showing you how 
iZones are built and how they can be 
adjusted to your trading.

           •   The Concept Behind iZones
           •   Why Price Consistently Reacts to iZones
           •   How an iZones is Detected
           •   How to Plot iZones in Any Timeframe
           •   Why “Fresh” iZones are Money Makers
           •   How to Use iZones for Entry Confirmation

           •   Maximizing Profits with iZones
           •   Exploring the iZones Profile
           •   Using the iZones Chart Template
           •   How to Trade with the iZones Strategies
           •   Creating Your Own iZones
 

The Profit Magic of iZones Seminar Agenda



The Profit Magic of
  
iZones  

OmniTrader 2018  
Order by December 8th and Save!

OmniTrader 2018 Upgrade.............................. $149 Reg. $199

Reg. $495iZone Plug-In with The Profit Magic of iZones Seminar................$349 

•    Automatic Trade Selection (ATS) with two 
      Powerful Ranking Methods 

•    ATS Ranking Column

•    Gain/Loss% Column

•    OmniScript Indicator Columns

•    4 Powerful iZone Strategies

•    2 iZone Indicators 

•    4 iZone Systems 

•    2 iZone Trade Plans 

•    The iZone EOD Profile 

•    The iZone Chart Template

INCLUDED: The Profit Magic of iZones Seminar

•    Edit Strategy Notes and Descriptions

•   Alerts on Indicators

•   Dynamic Chart Periods 

•   Focus List Export

Order Online: www.omnitrader.com/upgrade 
Call: 1-800-880-0338

Our software is backed by our unconditional Money Back Guarantee. If for any reason you are not fully satisfied, you may return the software, within 30 
days of purchase, for a 100% refund, less shipping and handling. In bundle offers, the OmniTrader upgrade is valued at $149 if purchased by the deadline, 
$199 after the deadline. Texas residents add 8.25% sales tax. Educational material is non-refundable.      
Important Information: Futures, options and securities trading has risk of loss and may not be suitable for all persons. No Strategy can guarantee profits or 
freedom from loss. Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. 
Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading.   11

“Automatic Trade Selection is the most powerful feature we’ve ever included in an OmniTrader 
upgrade. By ranking trades using specific indicators, we are seeing DOUBLE the profitability in our 
Strategies. All you do is activate it, and let it go to work!
   
Then use the new iZones to identify trades with explosive move potential! iZones are a powerful new 
concept that Jeff Drake illuminates in his Profit Magic of iZones seminar. This upgrade is definitely 
going to improve your trading in 2018. I guarantee it!” –  Ed Downs

Find and trade the most important Supply and Demand Zones.
The iZones Plug-In includes a number of great resources: 

Special Package  
Price $395

Includes OmniTrader 2018  
PLUS the NEW iZones Plug-In 

Offer Ends December 8th
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